
Dear Fellow Loyalist,

We have been requested by the Executive of the above Organisation to write you on your reasons for non-attendance at the weekly L.A.W. Factory Delegate Meetings. We are concerned that in this vital year of Ulster’s history so many of our people have become apathetic, almost to the extent of not being interested in what is laid out for us in the British Government’s “White Paper,” shortly to be issued.

We have no doubt you are still as Loyal as when you first joined L.A.W., and would suggest that if you are unable to attend Delegate Meetings yourself, you should please get your Factory to elect other Delegates, as only by our united efforts can we hope to win. Our only fight is for Ulster, and not for personal glory or gain, so we again call on you all to stand and be counted, as those who are not with us are against us.

Hoping to have your attendance at the next Delegate Meeting.

Yours sincerely,

W.R. HULL — Chairman.
W. SNODDY — Secretary.
H. McCREEDY — Organiser.